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OVERVIEW

If you work in healthcare, you understand the challenges that come with keeping information 

safe. You’ve gone through the audits, implemented the safeguards, designed with security at the 

forefront of your solutions, and protected electronic Personal Health Information (ePHI) at all costs. 

But what happens when you move your application stacks to a cloud, or multiple clouds? What if 

you’re building Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) compliant offerings in 

the cloud for the first time? 

Whether it is your first venture into the healthcare space or not, it’s clear there is a lot to know.

HIPAA is a regulatory system to define governance of safeguarding sensitive health information. It 

specifies three safeguards: administrative, physical, and technical. Each safeguard includes multiple 

required and addressable controls that must be in place to be HIPAA compliant. The focus of this 

white paper is on the technical safeguards for operating within Amazon Web Services and Microsoft 

Azure clouds.

THE CRITICAL FIRST STEPS

When moving to the cloud, there are two critical first steps that should rule your entire HIPAA 

strategy. These two simple, yet important, steps will save you tremendous rework, or in the worst 

case, loss of accreditation. 

Establish a company-sponsored (top to bottom) security program. Creating policies and 

procedures to uphold the three safeguards, training employees to follow them, and empowering 

employees to maintain them--despite the speed or cost--is where the backbone of HIPAA 

compliance lies. Auditors will love you for following through on these tasks, and the more 

automation you have around enforcing a strong security program, the better.

Design with security from the start. Sure, it’s easier to test locally with no Secure Sockets Layer 

(SSL) and no encryption. And yes, it’s easier to choose to harden services later or use shortcuts in 

the software development lifecycle. But rest assured, doing any of these things can bite you in the 

long run.

TECHNICAL SAFEGUARD STANDARDS

There are five standards for the technical safeguard, the force behind designing applications in the 

cloud securely. AWS and Azure both offer HIPAA-compliant services you can leverage. Even so, it 

is up to you to design your applications and infrastructure to be HIPAA compliant. In other words, 

while accredited tools already meet the necessary controls for HIPAA, your application must as well. 

As a good rule of thumb, always verify that a cloud offering is HIPAA-compliant before committing 

to the solution. Published reference lists of HIPAA-eligible services can be found here:

 › Amazon Web Services

 › Microsoft Azure

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/security/laws-regulations/index.html
https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/hipaa-eligible-services-reference/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/Compliance/HIPAA
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Encrypt It All (Transmission Security)
Encryption at rest is encrypting data when it is not in use (i.e., files on a server or information in a 

database). You NEVER want to be in the position of finding out after a security incident occurs that 

data was unencrypted. If so, it is an instant breach and you will be required to notify your customers 

that ePHI was exposed. Not only will this be a political nightmare, but you’ll then have to go back 

and encrypt everything afterwards. 

Encrypt root volumes, volumes with ePHI, and volumes without ePHI using Amazon EBS Encryption, 

utilizing Amazon KMS keys, or Microsoft Azure Disk Encryption with Azure Key Vault. Never be in 

the position of having to ask yourself: Were those volumes encrypted? The answer should always be 

yes, by default. 

This is easy to automate on both clouds. It should be in your gold images. Amazon AMIs and 

Microsoft Azure Virtual Machine Images can be created using default or custom keys. Doing so will 

ensure any new servers launched are automatically encrypted. 

Amazon S3 buckets can leverage KMS keys to encrypt all data in buckets with either server side 

encryption (SSE) or custom keys. Buckets can be accessed via HTTPS to ensure the transmission is 

also secure. Microsoft Azure Storage Encryption provides the same features to safeguard your data. 

Encryption in transit is protecting information as it moves from service-to-service. Examples 

could be information moving from an Nginx web server to a Mongo Database, or from a patient’s 

smartphone to your API. All transmission points should be designed to use certificates and 

communicate over HTTPS/SSL. That way, if traffic is intercepted, it will be encrypted and rendered 

useless to the attacker. 

Unfortunately, encrypting the traffic isn’t always good enough. As a best practice, your services 

should also be configured to support the strongest encryption ciphers and hashing algorithms 

possible. Not supporting weaker ciphers (e.g., 64-bit ciphers) reduces exploitation of Man-in-the-

Middle (MITM) attacks. An excellent resource on cipher strengths is available at owasp. 

Guard ePHI (Access Security)
The access security standard crosses all three safeguards, and though the focus of this article is 

on the technical safeguard, it’s important enough to mention an administrative control for this 

crossover; training internal personnel handling ePHI. The security program should outline processes 

on how those who access sensitive data handle that data. Technical controls don’t manage 

accidental (or malicious) behavior of a trusted agent, such as sending ePHI over unencrypted email. 

Training personnel in the proper way to access and handle data is just as critical as the technical 

controls.

Access control starts with least privilege. Most controls are Role Based (RBAC) or allow/block. It 

can become complex when hardening your entry to data, but it’s important to keep the controls 

simple and consistent. A dive into controlling ports and protocols, and policy design is outside the 

scope of this white paper.

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/EBSEncryption.html
https://aws.amazon.com/kms/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-security-disk-encryption
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-whatis
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/AMIEncryption.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/classic/capture-image?toc=%2Fazure%2Fvirtual-machines%2Fwindows%2Fclassic%2Ftoc.json
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/UsingKMSEncryption.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-service-encryption
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Cryptographic_Storage_Cheat_Sheet
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The network should be defense in depth (onion method), first by a secure endpoint (such as a 

firewall or Unified Threat Manager (UTM)), then by a series of Amazon NACLs, then Security 

Groups, and potentially at the operating system (IPTables and FirewallD in Linux or Advanced 

Windows Firewall). To put it differently, only allow the required traffic. Similarly, in Azure, you can 

set up your resource groups with services in FrontEnd Network Security Groups (NSGs) that route 

to specific BackEnd NSGs, and then continue with host-based protections. These methods are 

allow/block based.

Next, control “who” can access “what.” Cloud-native solutions can address this using RBAC. 

Amazon offers multiple solutions, whether organic, such as IAM or S3 Bucket policies, or integrated, 

such as Directory Services or SAML integration (which leverages IAM). Similarly, Microsoft offers 

Azure Active Directory, Azure Storage access policies, and SAML services. These tools define the 

constructs for access: creating users, adding to roles, and then assigning policies to the roles. 

Administrative access should require permission elevation. Rather than administrators using full 

access day-to-day, they should assume the role(s) needed to perform elevated access, in much the 

same way as “run as administrator” or “sudo” at the operating system level. IAM and AzureAD allows 

you to perform role assumption, and the auditable events are much cleaner by this separation. 

When possible, extract access to ePHI to the application layer. Allow the application to authenticate 

your users and then let the application pull the ePHI from your cloud. This can provide you with 

an additional layer of protection as users won’t be directly accessing data. Most importantly, your 

application should log all auditable changes and access to ePHI.

Finally, it’s worth mentioning that you should never use shared service accounts, and that when 

possible, you should segregate services (and/or customers) to isolate exposure/spillage in the event 

of access compromise. 

Validate Trusted Stewards of ePHI (Authentication Security)
The authentication security standard ensures that the “who” is valid. A username and password 

are issued to a trusted user, but in a secure cloud, Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) should also 

be used. The username/password is only a single factor (i.e., what you know). A second factor can 

be a secure rotating token that is enrolled to a mobile device or agent (i.e., what you have), such 

as Google Authenticator, or a push notification, such as Duo. This prevents brute force or guessing 

attacks to acquire access.

IAM and Azure MFA both support MFA and should be used, especially on the root account. 

Passwords for users (or service accounts) should be controlled by a strong policy. At a minimum, 

they should expire in 90 days, use more than 12 characters, require special characters, and not be 

reusable.

Authentication of resources using keys are better than passwords and more secure. If the keys are 

static (e.g., key pairs), they should be cycled every 90 days. If possible, authenticating to a resource 

with dynamic keys is preferred and prevents the user/application from having to cycle keys. Amazon 

STS, Azure AD, Azure AD B2C provide the means for a “token vending machine” and should be 

leveraged.

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonVPC/latest/UserGuide/VPC_Security.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-manage-nsg-arm-portal
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_policies.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/example-bucket-policies.html
https://aws.amazon.com/directoryservice/
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_roles_providers_enable-console-saml.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/role-based-access-control-configure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/storageservices/establishing-a-stored-access-policy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/active-directory-single-sign-on-protocol-reference
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_mfa_enable_virtual.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg185957.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg185957.aspx
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Who Did It? (Audit Security)
“The administrator did it,” is never an acceptable answer--especially to an auditor. 

When auditors verify that you’re following guidelines they require proof, in audit trails, of when 

individuals access or modify ePHI. They also want to know that the access to ePHI is being recorded 

and that those records are retrievable. They will want to see proof. 

Fortunately, there are cloud tools to help you log/audit access. Amazon CloudTrail or Microsoft 

Operations Insights, for example, record events to resources. They can automatically drop logs into 

storage (Amazon S3/Azure Storage) for cheap archiving, or even roll them to longer term storage 

(Amazon Glacier/Azure Backup).

 

For servers, trying to manage access and login events is unruly without an aggregation solution. 

Log shipping is the best way to handle this situation. One approach could be to ship logs via rsyslog 

to a centralized server where open source tools can run search and reporting. Using a solution 

such as Filebeat to read and ship logs to an Elasticsearch offering is another. Such solutions run 

as agents, or pull log entries as they’re made and upload them to cloud offerings where storage, 

analysis, and reporting can then be performed (think Splunk, Sumologic, Logz.io). The point here is 

clear. Move logs to a central point to be managed, before they’re lost on the servers, and impossible 

to query.

The most useful part of auditing is querying the data. Building a solution from open source tools, 

such as rsyslog to Prometheus and Grafana, or using a third-party vendor to help aggregate and 

allow for querying of data is absolutely necessary. Whether going through an audit, or dealing with 

a security incident, you will want to ensure that the data is queryable, available, and thorough. 

Can I Trust this ePHI? (Integrity Security)
Thus far we’ve covered authentication, auditing access, and how to ensure safeguards are in effect. 

These building blocks are critical to keeping ePHI integrity intact. As a system or user accesses 

ePHI, it is your responsibility to ensure that any changes to data (think database or files) are not 

only logged, but recoverable (think backups). When these controls are in place, you can show with a 

high level of confidence that data integrity is maintained. For example, when a patient’s records are 

pulled, you want to be sure that they are untampered, and that one person’s personal information 

hasn’t accidentally been placed in another person’s data store. You also want to be sure that if 

someone’s data is accidentally deleted, it can be recovered.

A number of tools on the market are available to watch for data change anomalies. Machine learning 

and analytics can also be used to help detect when the edge cases of accidental modification 

or malicious activity occur. To leverage these solutions, your application or offering needs to be 

designed with very predictable logging and rules. Additionally, your databases must be managed 

consistently, in so far as the data structures and expected information don’t fall outside of 

constraints.

https://aws.amazon.com/glacier/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/backup/
http://www.rsyslog.com/
https://www.elastic.co/products/beats/filebeat
https://www.elastic.co/
https://www.splunk.com/en_us/download/splunk-enterprise.html?ac=ga_usa_brand_main_exact&_kk=splunk&_bk=splunk&_bt=216821211344&_bm=e&_bn=g&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIv_7mmZ-o1wIVwkGGCh3FIQGLEAAYASAAEgK2ovD_BwE
https://www.sumologic.com/lp/log-monitoring/full-stack-log-analytics/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=ppc&utm_campaign=US_Search_Branded&utm_adgroup=5779550474&utm_term=sumologic&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIgePpoJ-o1wIVTVqGCh39UgUiEAAYASAAEgJlhPD_BwE
https://logz.io/
https://prometheus.io/
https://grafana.com/
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MANAGING THE CHAOS

Now that we’ve covered the five technical standards, a number of questions arise: 

 › How do you manage them? 

 › How do you ensure security best practices are followed? 

 › How do you ensure new resources aren’t made and controls aren’t skipped? 

 › How do you ensure new services are logging properly, and if they aren’t, that the right people 

are notified? 

 › How do you control governance of policies across services? 

 › How do you ensure that cloud-best practices are followed across the environment, not just 

security? 

These are all difficult questions to answer. If your security officer doesn’t ask you them, rest assured 

that your auditors will. You don’t want to be looking for answers during the audit, because at that 

point, it will be too late. 

This is where a trusted partner like CloudCheckr can help you build and maintain a solid security 

foundation in the healthcare space, in multiple clouds. Founded in 2011, CloudCheckr excels in 

providing a cloud-agnostic management solution that can help you answer all of these questions. It 

offers a toolset to provide detailed analysis on how to meet these needs, along with cutting-edge 

dashboards to give you additional cost cutting and efficiency insight into your accounts. 

Start your trial today, and start solving the big questions on how you maintain multi-cloud HIPAA 

compliance.

Need CloudCheckr for your 
organization? Learn more at 
www.cloudcheckr.com.

https://app.cloudcheckr.com/LogOn?ReturnUrl=%2f#!/signUp

